Holopsony
Holopson is a therapeutic system that allows for the hearing of music to be modified, so
the functioning cells of physical body can change thru better communication with brain.
Holopson computer program allows for the filtering three octaves of sound, also peaks
and valleys of sounds, which enables correction of persons corresponding auditory
sensitivity and other related issues. Holopsony music is created by mirroring the image of
sounds where individuals hearing is out of balance. On the back of this page is a test
showing individuals hearing out of balance. The peaks, valleys and octaves can then be
modified specifically for individuals healing. Modified music or Holopsony has an effect
on behavior and function on a cellular level. It is not necessary to make a diagnosis of the
causes of the problems in order to treat individual. How the body response to modified
sound will be different depending on individual issues of person and the correlations
within ones biological systems. The disappearance of peaks and valleys corresponds to
liberation and an improvement of the physical, chemical and emotional troubles in
question as if one were untangling the knots tangled in the course of life. The course of
Holopson consists of having the individual listen for 20 sessions. Once a week a schedule
time of ½ hr to 1 hr., and a hearing test (every 20th session), to help assist direction of
healing process.
In course of treatment individual can experience crises of the aggravation of their
symptoms: nervousness, depressions, anxiety, or sadness until their unconsciousness of
old events are identified by mirroring thru modified music, Holopsony. Improvement
depends on individual’s ability to let go, experience the stress and move on to relaxation
or healing by means of biological communication. No two persons can have the same
cancer or lumbar pain etc.; we all have different life experiences. We all are individuals
with different issues which make up our disease or health problems. Holopsony is a tool
which can unlock issues thru mirroring music to identify ones issues, with modified
sounds of balanced harmonic music. Holopsony can help liberate hidden issues that can
not be diagnosed or analyzed by means of intellectual experiments of man. The tool to
see our hidden issues now can be done thru mirroring music or Holopsony. All individual
progress and development is different. Not all heal at once. Stages become clear, some
problems are resolved, others resurface, the path of some are long for others the change is
quick. As a whole intellectual capacity, rational thinking, the imagination, brain
integrates new inputs, and the creative explosions of new ideas will surface. The mind
and body starts to communicate as the body heals as a whole. Holopsony increases our
consciousness so we can see ourselves and understand the things in life, events, and
people much better.

